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 TEXT:
 [*209] 
 In a poignant foreword, former President Vaclav Havel observes that it was easy to change the totalitarian constitution and legislation  [*210]  of the 1948-1989 period but this "does not mean real change of the legal order and not at all of the legal consciousness." In a pessimistic vein, he adds: "Thus, perhaps the worst heritage of the Communist law is not its occasional legislative residua, but a loss of broader responsibility and a decline in morals ... And all that is incomparably more precipitous than the decline at the very foundation of the Communist coup after the Second World War" (p. 5).
This massive collection (just over a thousand pages) offers a survey of the Communist legal system that prevailed in former Czechoslovakia for four decades of the last century. Individual contributions examine each and every legal discipline of the Communist legal order. The inquiry extends also to the seepage of Communist ideology into the laws of the democratic successor states, the Czech and Slovak Republics.
The editors explain that the authors encompass the young, even the youngest, as well as the oldest, pre-totalitarian writers. Omitted is the "lost," in-between, generation of 1948-1989, which was not approached because "they would find themselves in a very unpleasant position of needing to defend or, contrariwise, to evaluate critically their own published work," (p. 36). In fact, as I counted, almost two-thirds of the contributions were written by authors born in or after 1970, and presently making their way in the establishment, in courts, administration, and universities.
The book is divided into four Parts. Part One, entitled "On Guard for the Unity of the World: Marxism and Legal Theory," focuses on more general philosophical and historical contexts of Communist law. A comparative glimpse at different legal orders is of interest (Zdenek Kuhn, 60, pp. 90-91), as is the sketch of the early attitude toward the new information technology (Radim Polcak, pp. 167-178). Other chapters in this Part deal with gender equality, Communist crimes in post-Communist courts, the efforts to remove leading party members from public life ("lustration") and the current handling of the surviving Communist law.
Part Two, "Areas of the Law," offers analyses of all major areas of Communist law, constitutional, procedural and substantive civil and criminal law, public international, economic and social law, main institutions, and trends. The constitutional metamorphoses and fundamental rights are reviewed by Eliska Wagnerova (born 1948, in exile in the 1980's), currently the Deputy President of the Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic).
In private law, after 1948, Roman law concepts of property rights incorporated in the Civil Code were modified ("deformed"). But the 1964 Constitution pressed the "innovation" beyond the Soviet model: "private property right" was effectively replaced by "personal property  [*211]  right," derived "above all" from personal savings in the performance "of everyone's duty to work." Land was nationalized, subject to strictly limited personal ownership and new institutions, such as cooperatives for collective land ownership, were established. The conclusion is that the Communist reforms "largely ignored both the evolution of the Czechoslovak economy and the needs of practice ... a legislative experiment ... that has not succeeded." Yet, despite sharp criticism, the 1964 Civil Code is "not only still valid, but in the framework of the current discussion of the proposals for a new Civil Code, even defended (Petr Belovsky, p. 425 and passim).
Freedom of religion and the legal position of religious organizations receive extensive treatment as does social welfare. Michal Bobek enlightens the methodology of the socialist comparative law theory as it evolved over the period of Communist domination. Included is an intriguing sketch of the best known Czech comparatist, Professor Viktor Knapp and his politically variable contributions (Michal Bobek, p. 401, pp. 419-421). And the question is raised what has been the role of comparative law since the collapse of the Communist regime in 1989? "[At] the time when the historic hour for comparison in law as an instrument of legal change should have arrived, at that moment the utter inability of the 'normalized' legal community to exploit this methodology for the benefit of legal changes became fully manifest" (p. 421). Even after almost twenty years, there is a "startling absence" of comparative instruction and text books in law schools and the use of the comparative method is confined to "chancy examples" of legislative and judicial practice (p. 423).
Part three, entitled "Legal Profession," opens with a brief description of the judiciary by the eminent jurist Otakar Motejl (born 1932), the current first ombudsman of the Czech Republic. He contributed another informative piece on the issue of defense in political trials in the next Part. Still in Part three, there is the sad story of the end of judicial independence, with glimpses at other Eastern European systems, and the description of the "real" role of the "prokuratura" (office of the public prosecutor). The Part ends with accounts of the gradual destruction of private lawyers' independent status, reflecting the regime's view of the private bar as a "class enemy."
Part four, styled "Personal Reflections," starts with an account by Zdenek Kristufek (born 1920) of the fate of the law faculties under the Communist regime. The Brno faculty was closed for ideological reasons. In Prague, after 1948 the purge reached almost 100%, with only four professors retaining their positions. The subsequent, slow reform process was brutally interrupted by the Soviet-led invasion of 1968. The impact of the Soviet dogma, as articulated by Andrey Vishinsky, on Czech legal science and its evolution is particularly instructive, with Professor Viktor Knapp again at the center of the discourse (931-951). Of particular poignancy is the personal memoir of Mojmir Povolny (born 1921), in exile after 1948 in Paris and Chicago (with the leading internationalist Quincy Wright) until his  [*212]  return in 1990. The reminiscences are woven into the fabric of the post-World War II history. In America, the author "relatively quickly" shed the normative perception of a state as a legal order in favor of the idea that "the United States is its constitution" as interpreted by a forceful Supreme Court (at p. 955). "On one side, the life experience of six years under the Nazi rule and forty years of Communist dictatorship at home, and, on the other side, the experience of fifty years of free life in Paris and America has led me to the unambiguous explanation. The final recourse which we had in exile and at home, was the recourse, without regard to their origin, history or philosophical arguments, to natural rights of a human being and citizen, undeniable, unalienable" (p. 963).
In "Several Observations of a Contemporary" (p. 973), another "old timer" and former political prisoner Anna Sabatova reviews the early suppression and the gradual mitigation of human rights violations, beginning in 1956. She attributes the absence of legal scholarship in this field in part to fear of persecution. In response to any criticism of human rights violations, the Communist doctrine was invoked, based on a qualitative difference between socialist and capitalist systems: the ratification by socialist states of the international and European human rights treaties was viewed "as a confirmation that the socialist system in itself not only protects, but provides conditions for a realization of basic rights" (pp. 976-977). The author calls for an honest and unbiased inquiry in a broader social context, instead of a "flat attribute" expressed by a single word "Communist." In this vein, although confessing her own bias, she would prefer a more neutral title for the collection, Anthology of Communist Law (p. 980).
In Part four, headed "In Place of Conclusions," the editors offer, with their tongue in cheek, a "universal review" of their own book: written in a mockingly serious tone, this Part contains a devastating criticism of the book, including its title. It charges the contributors with ignorance and anti-Communist bias that make scholarly inquiry into the Communist legal order impossible. Actually, the self-criticism may be in part justified, in part explained as a preemptive move against outside criticism, but also obviously as a product of youthful exuberance. I shall politely decline the editors' implied offer to engage in criticizing the critics.
In a stark contrast to the "universal review," this is what one of the editors wrote in a letter (dated July 24, 2009): [The] "collective volume on Communist Law, ... we believe, does not have a parallel in other post-Communist states. It is so far the first critical evaluation of what has been Communist Law and how it still deeply influences the current Czech and Slovak legal systems and thinking."
With all its real or imaginary deficiencies, this work is indeed of great value not only as a legal history of the time, but also because it seeks to identify the seepage of the Communist ideology into the current legal order. It offers a ready foundation for further inquiry,  [*213]  extending, for instance, to the attitudes of current Czech members of international and regional courts and boards. n1
A translation of the work from the Czech into a more widely accessible language would be very useful although it would surely be a project of some magnitude.

 FOOTNOTES:

n1.  On the attitudes and voting records of the post-Communist members of the European Court of Human Rights, see Nina-Louisa. Arold. The Legal Culture of the European Court of Human Rights (2007). 



